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CUSTOM MADE

Your shutters will be custom made in the UK to your exact
specifications. The ultra strong polysilk vinyl creates a
sturdy and long lasting window dressing that will not chip,
crack or peel. The louvres are equidistantly spaced to
achieve the perfect aesthetic balance.

PERSONAL STYLE
Choose from either 63mm or 89mm louvre sizes in
Cotton White or Arctic White allowing you to create
the perfect look.
The upper and lower rail sections are available in two
sizes, 50mm or 100mm, giving you the opportunity to
further stylise your shutter.

INSULATION FOR YOUR HOME
Urban Shutters help reduce outside noise and keep
heating and air conditioning costs down with their
excellent insulating properties due to the robust cell
structure of the frames and louvres.

ADVANCED LIGHT CONTROL
The unique ‘Duplex’ feature on the tilt bar allows ultimate
control of the balance between light and privacy for your
room. Duplex allows the top louvres to remain open,
allowing in light whilst the bottom louvres remain closed
for privacy.

LOOKING NEAT
The spring loaded, self-levelling feature ensures that the
panels remain level whilst closed.

FLAME RETARDANT
Urban Shutters are flame retardant to UK standards. They
are ideal for both domestic and commercial installations.

EASY TO CLEAN
Vented Louvre

STAY LOOKING GOOD
Urban Shutters never require painting or staining as the
colour is embedded into the shutter itself. Everyday
scratches and dents do not affect the finish or colour minor scratches can simply be sanded out. Individual
louvres can even be replaced – just snap out the old louvre
and clip in a new one.

OUTSTANDING STRENGTH
The operating system uses unique Louvrelink connectors
that are hard wearing and allow the louvres to close
together in both directions giving you enhanced privacy.
Using Louvrelink connectors means we don’t need to
use staples.

WATER-RESISTANT
Urban Shutters are the perfect choice for wet or humid
environments such as kitchens and bathrooms.

Your shutters are easy to clean with soap and lukewarm
water. Regular cleaning enhances the surface finish of
the polysilk vinyl.

HELP PROTECT THE ENVIRONMENT
Urban Shutters are environmentally friendly. They meet
all regulations relating to the emission of organic
compounds and are 100% recyclable which means no
waste management issues.

KEEP CHILDREN SAFE
Urban shutters contain no cords making them child safe.

QUICK TURNAROUND
Your shutters will be custom made at our UK manufacturing
plant. This means that the whole process, from initial
consultation right through to delivery and fitting of your
shutters, can all be done more quickly and efficiently.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
Our Urban Shutter range comes with a 10 year warranty.*

COORDINATE WITH YOUR
INTERIOR STYLE
You can enhance all interiors by choosing from a wide
variety of decorative frames for inside and outside mounts.
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PLEASE NOTE: The shutter and frame will not create a
total blackout unit.
*Subject to terms and conditions available on request.

